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Leica Geosystems partners with DotProduct to deliver new solutions, Cyclone integration
Leica Geosystems, global leader of measurement and digital reality capture technologies, has
teamed with DotProduct, developer of high-performance, easy-to-use solutions for capturing 3D
data on handheld tablets, to deliver solutions that complement and augment workflows.
HOUSTON, TX, USA, 13 April, 2016 – DotProduct’s handheld 3D scanner data has now been
integrated with Leica Cyclone 3D point cloud software. Professionals can capture hard-to-reach
or obstructed objects with DotProduct solutions to enhance productivity with minimum field
setup and reduce overall project costs. While utilizing Cyclone’s suite of tools for powerful
analysis and deliverable creation.

“Projects of smaller scopes and rapid changes are perfectly suited to the affordable DPI-8
handheld scanner. It delivers a handheld scanning system that effectively integrates with and
compliments the workflow of terrestrial laser scanning,” said Faheem Khan, vice president,
business development for Leica Geosystems High-Definition Surveying (HDSTM).
“We’re thrilled that Leica Cyclone can now support DotProduct’s highly compressed data format
– this opens up new vistas for the smart combination of handheld and terrestrial laser scanning
workflows” said Tom Greaves, chief marketing officer, DotProduct LLC.
DotProduct
Founded in 2012, DotProduct delivers handheld 3D data capture solutions running on tablets and
mobile devices. The company's real-time 3D-capture and processing solutions augment and in
some cases replace laser scanning workflows. Customers include engineering, construction,
surveying, manufacturing, law enforcement organizations and more. For more on the technology
and its applications, please visit www.dotproduct3d.com.
Leica Geosystems – when it has to be right
Revolutionizing the world of measurement and survey for nearly 200 years, Leica Geosystems
creates complete solutions for professionals across the planet. Known for premium products and
innovative solution development, professionals in a diverse mix of industries, such as surveying
and engineering, safety and security, building and construction, and power and plant, trust Leica
Geosystems to capture, analyze and present smart geospatial data. With the highest-quality
instruments, sophisticated software, and trusted services, Leica Geosystems delivers value every
day to those shaping the future of our world.
Leica Geosystems is part of Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading
global provider of information technologies that drive quality and productivity improvements
across geospatial and industrial enterprise applications.
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For further information, please contact:
Tom Greaves
DotProduct LLC
11 Elkins St., Boston, MA 02127
Phone: +1 617-415-7221
E-Mail: tom.greaves@dotproduct3d.com
Website: http://www.dotproduct3d.com
Leica Geosystems AG
Monica Miller Rodgers
Leica Geosystems
Heinrich-Wild-Strasse, 9435 Heerbrugg, Switzerland
Phone: +41 71 727 3534, Fax: +31 71 727 5534
Mobile: +41 79 945 8743
E-Mail: monica.miller-rodgers@hexagon.com
Website: http://www.leica-geosystems.com
Leica Geosystems is part of Hexagon
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